IN BUSINESS

Support teams
What does it take to be an
exceptional support team and
how can you recruit the best?
BY JESSICA ABELSOHN
The role of office administration has definitely changed over
the past couple of decades. Twenty years ago, support
professionals would have been called secretaries and there
would have been no scope for growth, even for the most
experienced. Now, the landscape has changed.
It takes a special person to work in real estate. Customer
service is one of the most important skills – relating to buyers,
sellers and renters – and it’s often the administration team that
clients see or speak to first.

Roles and responsibilities
The administration team undertakes the day-to-day running of
the office, filing, answering phones and picking up the mail. But
it’s also more complex than that; assisting the management team
with booking meetings, obtaining quotes, ordering advertising
and chasing up arrears.
According to Bree Higgins, Partner and Office Manager at
Cunninghams Property, the administration team keeps the office
going. “The team really keep the wheels moving and it’s the glue
that holds everything together.”
There can also be a difference in the role of administrators,
depending on what department they are assisting. “Although the
basic role is the same, the tasks do vary,” Laura Paley, Strata
Manager at PRD Nationwide Norwest, says.
When it comes to sales and leasing, an admin assistant is
likely to deal with potential purchasers, vendors, lessees and
lessors, whereas in strata and property management, you’re
more likely to deal with owners, tenants and landlords. Across
both, admin assistants will also deal with legislation. “Assistants
generally get to see a bit of all areas [of the business] and, from
there, they will be able to work out what department they like and
fit into best,” Ms Paley explained.
If you’re in support or looking to hire a support team member,
Matt Lahood, Director of Sales for McGrath Estate Agents, said
there are skills and traits that make good administrative staff
members. Characteristics such as the ability to act before the
team leader reacts, initiative, organisation and time management
skills are essential, according to Mr Lahood. According to Ms
Higgins, it’s also being a ‘yes person’. “Willingness to go above
and beyond and excellent communication skills, within the team
and with clients, are key,” she said.

Willingness to go above and beyond and
excellent communication skills, within
the team and with clients, are key.
Climbing the ladder
Ms Paley started her role at PRD Norwest as a receptionist and
she said there’s always room to grow. “After a year, I was given
the opportunity to move up within the company to become a
strata assistant.” After two years of assisting, Ms Paley was
promoted to a manager of the strata portfolio.
According to Ms Paley, besides further study, you need to
make sure you are doing your job to the best of your ability.
“You need to show you are capable and show a willingness
to learn. Talk to your managers about your future and what
you want.”
Mr Lahood also highlights the need for growth. “We emphasise
that our administration teams have a one-year, two-year and
three-year career plan.” Mr Lahood stresses the importance
a support role can have in career development. “Admin is a
good stepping stone for people to learn the ropes which, in
turn, gives them great value to progress into other roles within
the company.”
Ms Higgins started as a junior in property management and
she’s now a Partner. “Be a sponge and take in as much as
you can from all team members,” she said. “Everyone works
differently and has different strengths, so it’s vital to learn
from all and cherry pick what you think might be useful in your
life or career.”

Recruiting
When it comes to recruiting support staff, the most important
characteristic that many people value is a willingness to learn.
Study isn’t the be all and end all. According to Ms Higgins, there
is a lot of on-the-job training and cultural fit is key. “Look for
someone who is committed, has a willingness to learn, and fits
within the culture of your office.”
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TOOLKIT

THE PERFECT PA
COMMUNICATION
This means internal communication within your team, and
also interpersonal communication with external clients.
A good PA is composed under pressure and able to think
on his or her feet.

MULTI-TASKING
PAs will often need to have their hands on several tasks at
once, so being able to answer an email, while filing, booking
meetings and researching is a key attribute.

GOOD JUDGEMENT
A good PA needs to have the ability to judge urgent versus
important and filter priority tasks, and needs to be able to
judge appropriately under pressure.

HAS A PLAN
Know where you want to go and what skills you need to be
the best possible PA. Set goals and identify possible training
courses that you can do to further your abilities. A good PA
will always be one step ahead.

GET INVOLVED
From 1 July 2014, all employees of
REINSW member agencies, including
support staff, can become individual
members for no further charge.
For the first time, your agency’s
admin staff can become members
and access REINSW’s many
member benefits. These include
discounts on REINSW training,
access to the new Journal app,
research reports, the member-only
section of the REINSW website,
eligibility to enter the Awards for
Excellence and much more.
For more information about the
change in membership structure,
email servicecentre@reinsw.com.au
or phone (02) 9264 2343.
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